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To install and fill

1. Remove key, taped to backplate. Unlock chrome lid. Remove plastic envelope inside

dispenser, and slide off backplate.

2. Envelope contain: 4 Screws & 4 Plastic Rawlplugs

3. Fix backplate to wall with plugs and screws provided. Use a No.12 or 6 mm, masonry bit

for drilling. Make sure screws are driven right home. Firm fixing is essential.

4. To lock dispenser in position depress lever (L), place dispenser against the backplate,

aligning the top with top of the plate, slide dispenser downwards as far as possible making

sure lugs (S) engage the backplate.

5. Fill dispenser.

6. Place chrome lid in position, making sure lug engages slot (T) in backplate and lock by

turning key anti-clockwise.

To refill

1. Unlock and remove lid.

2. Fill dispenser to within an inch of the top.

To clean

1. If dispenser is left empty – or unused – for any length of time the contents may dry in the

dispenser and prevent it from working properly. In this event remove working properly. In this

event remove dispenser from the wall empty out any surplus contents first and then rise

dispenser in warm water, manipulating the lever.

2. Do not touch the nozzle (N) except in the event of stoppages, then unscrews with two

pronged key provided, remove rubber value, wash and reassemble.

3. For best results clean nozzle periodically during servicing.
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Dimensions

Website www.acmesanitary.com.hk

Contact Tel/Fax (852) 2388-7171 / (852) 2710-8012

acme@acmesanitary.com.hk

M7

L100 x W125 x H290 mm

Zalpon M7 enamelled aluminium lockable

soap dispenser in white finish

Model

* All information of the above is for the reference only. No prior notice is made if any changes.                      Source: Zalpon Washing Creams.

Material/ Finish Enamelled Aluminium / White Finish

Manufacturer Zalpon Washing Creams.

E-mail

Supplier Acme Sanitary Ware Co. Ltd

Mr. Eric Wong/ Mr. Don Yuen


